Abstract. For q > 2, J. Levine proved that two simple (2q -l)-knots are isotopic if and only if their Seifert matrices are equivalent. In this paper, we will prove the analogue of Levine's result for simple boundary (2q -1)-links; we will show that: "For q > 3, two simple boundary {2q -l)-links are isotopic if and only if their Seifert matrices are /-equivalent (defined by some algebraic moves)."
knot Kx (in S2q+l) with respect to the basis {ax, . . . , an) of the torsion-free part of HqiMx), and A2 the Seifert matrix for K2 with respect to the basis {^,...,Z>Joftt,(M2)/Torsion.
A linking from 9: iHq{Mx) © Hq(M2) where each a" /}" y, is a handle of index q. By a further isotopy keeping Mx fixed, we may assume that the base disks D2q in the handle decompositions of M2 and N2 coincide as imbedded in S2q+ '.
We connect the boundaries of Dq9 and D2q with a path t and then thickening TtOTX /2,_l = (2 avoiding all handles, and meeting D and D0 transversely in two (2q -l)-disks. But A/, u Q U A/2, with appropriate orientation, is just A/, iq M2, the boundary connected sum of A/, and M2 [3] . Moreover, A/, t| A/2 is a Seifert manifold for the (2q -l)-knot A', # K2. Similarly, M, t) 7V2 is a Seifert manifold for Kx # J2. The special Seifert matrix for L, and L2 is just a special Seifert matrix for both Kx # K2 and Kx # J2. Let £), = 7)02? t, 7)2? = £)0 u Ö U 7). Then M, tq M2 and M, Â 
